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THE AMERICAN AIPLIFT TO ISRAEL IN 1Q73:
THE MILITARY AND POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS
Chapter I
Introduction
conflict of 1973 vas a test for the

The Arab-Israeli

political and milltary instruments of the United States.
The history of Israeli forces In combat
record,

is an impressive

filled with quick victories over an Inferior foe.

that tends to prejudge the outcome of Israeli wars.

A same

type of Initial Judgment of the war In 1973 was to become
evident

in the decision making process of when to begin a

resupply effort.

If

we played a moderate role we might have

some influence over the Arabs and we could possibly mediate
the peace settlement when the conflict ended.
The ability to aid Israel
airlift

In time of need placed the

forces of this country In the limelight as a

political

Instrument of national policy.

The U.S. had be~tn

dedicated to maintaining the survival of Israel and
attomptIng to maintain peace In the region.

However,

massive support to the Israelis would mean no influence over
the Arabs and no role In the peace settlement.
The Soviet Union.

on the other hand, had been a

constant ally of the Arab stAtes in the region.

And as such

they were not the least bit hesitant to come to the aid of
their clients.

The United States Air Force possessed at the time an
A1rlift

force that could operate and function effectively

a short

notice basis.

This force consisted of two highly

one was the C-141 and the other was the

cipable aircraft,
world's

largest aircraft,

potential

The C-5 at

the C-5.

new In the inventory,

relatively

on

but

it

the time was

was suffering from a

wing-life problem that could possibly cause the

Air For,;e to take some drastic measures with the aircraft.
Such proposals at
fleet

in

the time ranged from putting half the

flyable storage to drastically cutting the flying

time of the aircraft

itself

and the payload it

The repair costs to fix steuctural
0259 mnillion.

1

problems was estimated at
the events of

Despite the controversy

October were to drastically alter

could carry.

the life

of the C-5 and

thereby change the present mobility capacity of the United
States.
In

this

paper I will discuss the events as they

unfolded and how they affected the very 'Ife
still

to this

day

Impact on decisions.

determination of our governmental

officials,

of Israel

Without
all

and

the will and
the power

and might we have placed In our military capahilities will
We must look to the past to provide
gc for nothing.
Therefore, the
us with the lessons for the future.

Arab-Israeli
in

war of 1973 is

the political

of the airlift

a rich case study for us,

and the military sense.

In contrast

to the sealift

2

both

A quick evaluation
and the airlift

of

thp Snvlets will

fnrcts

can be.

are to maintain

allow us to see how valuable our Blrllft
Airlift

force modernization

influence throughout

is

a must

the world.

If

we

Despite the

lack of hard data from the Soviet Union we can draw
conclusions from her actions and the capabilities of her
airlift force.

With the information available I will

compare the Soviet capability with the U.S.

to see how each

superpower used her military as a political

instrument of

national

power.

On the U.S.

side the various books and news

periodicals written as the events progressed will

afford us

an opportunity to draw conclusions.

EMDNOTES
"Recommendatlon Expected
1.
Clarence A. Robinson. Jr.,
Aviation Week & Space
Soon For Fixes to Extend C-5A Life."

Technology, p. 14.
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CHAPTTP 11
GENEPAL BACKGROUND
The events surrounding the unrest in the Middle East In
the fall of 1973 appear to be easily unlerstood when one
looks back.

The problem however,

Is being able to Interrret

events and predict courses of action as the actual events
unfold.
actors:

This chapter will
the Arabs,

look at the actions of three

the Israelis,

and the United States.

ARAB POSTURE

Since the Arab-Israeli war of 1967 the Arab nations had
been looking for ways to regain the political and military
Initiative in the Middle East.

The Six Day War of 1967 was

a humillating defeat for the Arabs as the Israelis had
captured the Golan Heights.
Peninsula.

1

the West Bank,

and the Sinai

Until the onset of hostilities there had been a

constant drumbeat of defiance on the part of Egypt who with
Sadat,

now In charge,

wanted to reestablish a measure of

political and military credibility for the Arab cause.

The

state of occupation on the east bank of the Suez gave the
Egyptians a persistent view of the Israeli presence.
situation,

2

This

the Israeli occupation and the loss of prestige

for the Arab forces,

needed to be corrected.

Sadat had been

Indicating to the world press there would soon be a remedy

4

to the situation.

in

an Intervipw wlth Arnaud de Borrhgrave

of Newswek Sadat said that negotiations had failed and now
was the t!ne for action.

He was pretty specific when he

said: "Everyone has fallen asleep over the Mideast crisis.
But

they will

soon wake up".

3

Sadat was telling

of the

forthcoming war but unfortunately no one was listening to
him.4

The Arabs were searching for a way to regain

political

Influenee

'-7!nln the political

In

the area and were getting no where

and diplo.m.atic chan--1s,

so the next

and only solution appeared to be thr:ough the use of military
force.

ISRAELI MOOD
The meod In !=ravi
was uneasy as man"
war,

ouring the first

few days of October

conflicting signals,

were being received.

about a possible

This uneasiness however,

was

calmed by the approaching high holy day of Yom Kippur and
the usually highly accurate estimates of the Israeli
Intelligence community.

According to these estimates the

threat of war was low.

Another assumption that contributed

to this feeling of calm was that Sadat would not attack
until Egypt had built up Its

air power.

5

Additionally,

Egypt had for the last ten years held the same type of
maneuvers every autumn.

6

In

'act,

preparations to cross the can*l

5

In May

1973 Egypt made

and withdrew Its forces at

the very last moment.
pArtlal

mobilization

million.

7

The Isra"ll

response tn this

that cost the government some Sli

The combination of these many factors

evaluation

was a

led the

of the situation to the erroneous conclusion that

war was not Imniinent.

U.S.

ESTIMATES

The United States Intelligence community also failed in
reading the Arab military signals and the growing Egyptian
frustration

in

the lack of progress In

the diplomatic arena.

The belief was that the Arab armies were arrayed In
defensive

formations and the Amerl•in

had no reason to believe otherwise.
positively determined

it

8

Intelligence sources
While

it

cannot

appears that the U.S.

relied heavily upon the Israeli

be

evaluation

evaluation of events and the

Impressive record of the Intelligence community
which had very rarely been wrong In

In

Israel

the past.

ENDNOTES
1973,
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*Six Years of Stalemate,"
42.

Newsweeh,
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2.
William A. Rugh. Arab Perceptions of Amerilan
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Insight Team of the LONDON SUNDAY TIMES.
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1973,
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8.
Matti Golan,
The Secret Conversations of Henry
lsslInaer: Steo-by-Step Dlolomacv In the Middle East.
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CHAPTER III
CRISIS IN THE "HOLY LAND"

As the new Secretary of State,

Henry Kissinger,

to awake In his hotel

room In New York City,

beginning to arise In

Israel.

began

fear was

The signals that had been so
It

badly misread were now becomingo clear.

was around 0615

on the morning of 6 October 1973 that Joseph Sisco,
Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern and South
Asian Affairs,

woke Kissinger to tell

Arab attack

the Mideast.

In

1

him of the impending

This began a flurry of

activity that was aimed at avoiding a potentially dangerous
conflict,

but Kissinger had only ninety minutes of peace
began on the northern and southern

left before hostilities
flanks of

Klsslriger's concern at the moment was to

Israel.

deter the outbreak of war and ensure that the state of
Israel

did not

targets.

2

launch a preemptlve strike against Arab

A preemptive attack could possibly prevent

the

from taking unilateral action to aid the Israelis

U.S.

they got

Into trouble.

Within the first
U.S.,

If

however,

hours on the sixth of October the

had been assured twice that the Israeli

military would not preempt.

Prime Minister,

Golda Melr,

This assurance came from the

herself.

3

also passed to the Soviet Ambassador,

IS

8.

Thls Information was
Anatoly Dobrynln.

.

.

-

The

P

critical portion of this situation, eliminating any chance
of a preemptive strike, would be world opinion and the
ability of the United States to help Israel Ins the future.
The Six Day War of 1967 started with an Israeli preemptive
strike.

A second war with the same kind of beginning would

be hard to support, especially when the Arab nations were
starting to discover the Importance of the oil embargo
weapon.

The American public, which had Just finished the

Vietnam War, would be hard pressed to aid Israel If she
attacked first.

The Israeli feeling towards a preemptive

raid was summed up by Golda Meir when she said: "We don't
know now, any of us, what the future will hold, but there Is
always the possibility that we will need help, and If we
strike first, we will get nothing from anyone.",4

This

feeling was one that left the government of Israel to
believe she was making a great military sacrifice for the
friendship of the U.S. by not launching a preemptive rald.r.

Rate of Attrition
This sacrifice of Israel, absorbing the first blow from
the Arabs, was to become more evident as the war progressed.
The biggest surprise of the war was to be the rate of
attrition of both men and material.

The new equipment

supplied to the Arab forcee, by the Soviets, had an
unexpected Impact upon the Israeli armied forces.

9

The

acquisition of new and sophisticated surface-to-alr-mlssiles
(SAM)

and anti-aircraft-artillery(AAA)

gave the land forces

of the Arabs an umbrella that would allow freedom of
movement

on the northern

front

in

the Golan Heights and

across the Suez Canal

in

Syrians deployed this

type of air umbrella to protect

"defensive

the south.

In

lines, military airfields,

the north the

6

and maJor cltles.'

The use of these same two systems,

the SAMs and the AAA,

on

the southern front provided protection that was termed
"...the

densest area air

rate of attrition

defense

in material

worrisome to the Israelis.
source,
this

the Israelis

in

the world."

was totally

In

fact,

7

The high

unexpected and

according to one

lost over 50 aircraft

by 9 October and

actually accounted for almost half of their total

losses for the entire October War.

8

The tull

being taken on

tanks and ammunition was also adding to the Israeli
about the war effort.
the first
tanks,

It

is

estimated that by the end of

three days the Israelis
out of 900,

concern

had lost some 300-400

earmarked for the whole southern sector.

9

Arab Successes
The initial

successes of the Arab forces not only

surprised the Arabs themselves,
the world.
in

but most of all

The effort on the northern

that the Israelis

it

surprised

front was different

were able to push the Arabs back to

10

__

_

within 20 miles of Damascus after their
The efforts of the Arabs even on this

thrust.

initial

1 0

front changed the

worldrn view of the Arab as a combat soldier.
On the southern front however,
to gain very

little

the Israelis

during the first

were able

week of fighting.

11

As

each day went by the Arab soldier was gaining credibility.
The Arab successes and the unexpected high rate of
attrition

placed the Israelis

In a position of requiring

immediate assistance.

Israeli

Reauest for Assistance

Resupply was going to be the critical

question

and

according to one source the thoughts on requesting resupply
were discussed as early as the first

cabinet meeting held by

Prime Minister Golda Meir on 6 October.
attrition

The rate of

served to Intensify the need as the war raged on

two fronts.

The Initial

request was delivered on 7 October

and was for a small amount of supplies,
equipment,

which could go by ship.

seventh day of October

it

some 35 high performance
number when

it

is

for much concern
much dlffetent
fears.

12

13

200 tons of

But by the end of the

was estimated that
aircraft.

14

Israel

had lost

This was a staggering

compared to the 1967 war and was the cause
In

Israel.

The Washington response was

than expected thereby heightening the Israeli

Golda MeIr had sent a personal

11

messave

to Henry

Kissinger that said:
preenmptive action.

"You know the reason we took no
Our failure to take such action

reason for our situation now., 15
effect

In that

It

The Initial
Israel

the

This message did have some

probably planted In

sense that all was not well

Is

Kissinger's mind a

on the war front

In

Israel.

course of the war was going badly and

needed help and she was going to ask for It

staunch supporter and friend,

from her

the United States.
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CHAPTER IV
SOVIET SUPPORT OF THE ARABS

The initial response of the Soviet Union in suiport of
their friends in the Middle East was Judged to be Ih line
wth the spirit of detente by Kissinger and he was willing
to accept the present etate of Soviet aid to the Arabs.

The

collusion of the Soviets In aiding the war Is conclusive as
the Soviets evacuated their dependents from Syria and Egypt
on the two days prior to the beginning of hostilities. 1
seems the U.S.

attitude towards the Soviet actions,

during

was a wait-and-see approach.

two days of the war,

the first

It

During this time the effect of this policy was to downplay
the role of the Soviets and to refrain from criticizing both
the Arabs and the Russlans.

2

The eventual

aim of this

approach was to preserve the spirit of detente and the flow
of oil

to the United States.

TMAQVILTAIRLILFT
The Soviets can be a detriment to their own policies
and courses of action at times.

When the Arabs began their

attack It was probably with the aid and advice of the
U.S.S.R.,

not in a direct manner at the start,

most direct manner as the events unfolded,

but in the

The U.S.

Initially satisfied with the Soviet actions but by 13
14

was

notober a change occurred that caused A major shift
American policy.
tons per day,

The Russian airlift

on IC October,

in

had changed from 200

to over 1000 tons per day by 13

October and this aid was having an effect upon the outcome
of the war.
battlefield

Israei was beginning to suffer a setback on the
by not being able to mount a successful

offensive on the southern front.
suspect
fact,

the Soviet's conduct

Kissinger now started to

for the Israeli

problems,

three occurrences took place that greatly

Kissinger.

One,

counter

the Soviet Charge d Affairs in

urging King Hussein to enter the effort.

Two.

3

In

Influenced
Jordan was
Brezhnev sent

a message to President Boumedlenne of Algeria encouraging
him to lend a hand.

4

Third,

"moderate" to "massive*.

5

the Soviet airlift

All

changed from

these events caused the

Secretary of State great concern and speeded up his
reactions to events that were taking shape.

The reasons the

Soviets took their action may never be known,
certainly drove the U.S.

Into action.

but it

most

Nixon despite all his

troubles started to take an active Interest

in

the events

for he started to feel

that he was being played for a fool;

for the Soviet airlift

was making a difference

The Soviet airlift
endeavor but

it

in

the war.

6

began a few days before the U.S.

differed in

many respects.

The most obvious

was that they were able to respond much quicker to the pace
of events which will

lead one to believe that they had

already planned to deliver supplies and equipment before the
15

outbreak of the war.

7

The Soviets also did not have to

satisfy two opposing factions,

for all

they needed to do was

satisfy the Arabs and begin an Immediate airlift.
The actual

airlift

began on 10 October and ran until

Octnber during which they flew over 900 misslons.

8
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The

mainstays of the Soviet effort were the AN-12 and AN-22

aircraft.

both of wnich are turboprop cargo aircraft.

They

each are capable of carrying 20 tons and 85 tons
respectively(See Appendix IV).
It

9

Despite their capabilities

appears the Soviets only averaged 10 tons for the AN-12

and 50 tons for the AN-22(See

Appendix

WV).

10

This meant

the Soviets were only usIng half of their capability but
this
in

was probably done to preclude refueling on the ground
the Arab countries.

The advantage for the Soviets of

course was the short distance they had to fly which averaged
only 1700 nautical

miles.

11

The Soviets were able to muster their airlift

In a much

quicker ftshion because of their form of government,
to their alrcraft

capabilities they were nft able to match

the workload of the American airlift.
lack of capacity
which presently

but due

Most certainly

this

led to their development of the AN-124,
is

the uzrld'a largest aircrtft.

Pusslan effort had a significant

The

Impact upon the Arab forces

who would not have had the success they did without their
he Ip.

16

The question of supplies to Israel however,
the actions of the Soviets.

The expansion of the airlift

from moderate to massive had a profound reaction

remained was,
It

In

the

The question that

leadership.

minds of the American

hinged upon

going to begin and would

when was the airlift
in

change the military situation

the Middle East?
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CHAPTER V
U.S.

DECISION MAKING

The Initial request for resupply was made after the
first Washington Special Actions Group(WSAG)

According to Henry Kissinger the attitude of the

October.
U.S.

meeting on 7

government towards this request could best be described

as "sharply divided".

Most military experts expected A

replay of the Six Day War and that would mean most of the
supplies would not arrive until the war was over.

So

whatever was sent now would not have much of an impact on
the outcome of the present battle.

1

This feeling was set

forth by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Noyes,

who felt they did not need anything.

James H.

By the second

WSAG meeting that day there was a request for specialized
equipment.

The Secretary of Defense,

James Schlesinger,

suggested a delay prior to shipping anything as "...shipping
any stuff

into Israel blows any Image we may have of a

honest broker."

2

The Defense Department was not alone In this appraisal
for the Deputy Secretary of State Kenneth Rush indicated he
felt there were "...no real shortages.o
governmental
effort,

departments,

3

So the two major

who would plan the resupply

agreed that the initial Israeli

premature to say the least.

requests were

Kissinger however takes no side

at this stage of the discussion In trying to reconcile the

18

Israeli request with the attitudes of State and Defense.
Perhaps It

was the small

decide that
-am not

request

that made the Secretary

Immediate action was not

necessary,

4

Kissinger

try',ng tn renege on America's responsibilities but

he most certainly was trying to walk a narrow

line between

offendIng the Arabs and supporting the Israeli

government

and people.
As long as the Soviets kept their alrllft
support for the Arabs at a "modest"

level

and their

the decision to

hold off the resupply seemed like the easiest
course of action for the moment.

For the U.S.,

and best
It

would not

be risking an oil embargo nor would detente be at risk.

No

action was the best course of action.

U.S.

The start

STRATEGY

of the war brought about three major concerns

for the new Secretary of State.
to ensure the survival

The first

one was the need

and security of Israel

and the second

was to maintain relationships with the moderate Arab
states.

5

The third concern was the need to keep pursuing

the course of detente with the Soviet Union and that would
require restraint
support of Israel.

on the part of the United States in
But the opposite was also true In

the Soviets should act with restraint

its
that

also and not provide

massive overt support that would allow their client states.
19

Egypt ai-d Syria,

to defeat a friend of

Amrican support

for Israel had to ensure the safety and

security of that state,

the Unite.:

for the powerful

In the American public and in

States.

6

friends of Israel

the members of Congress would

require such a response.

Arab Tensions
The resulting conflicts In
new Secretary

in many different

interests were pulling the
directions.

not risk an oil embargo for about
oil

The U.S.

15 percent of

could

the American

needs came from the Arab refineries and even more for

our allies In Europe.

The use of zn oil embargo to elicit a

pro-Arab posture from the U.S.
solving the political

could hinder our attempts at

problems In

the Middle East.

The new

Secretary of State did not want to begin his term of service
with such a handicap.
Arabs.
support

If

the U.S.

was perceived,

as having a heavy handed approach
to Israel,

play an "honest

by the

to providing

then the American government could not

broker" role In the peace process.

Israeli Tensions
One of the most powerful
States is

the Jewish

lobby and Kissinger knew It.

to avoid the subtle pressure
had plans,

lobbies within the United
He wanted

that could be applied for he

namely detente with the Soviets,
20

that would take

over a pure Israeli

precedence

Ambassador to the U.S.
personal

assistant

agenda.

was Simcha

to Golda MeIr in

The Israeli

lInitz who had been the
the office of the Prime

The relationship between Kissinger and DinItz

Minister.7

was close but not close enough

for DinItz to get everything

he wanted from the Americans.

Klssinger asserts that he was

not overly

Influenced by his association with the Israeli

Ambassador.

8

Kissinger was aware that Dinitz was

However,

an exceptionally capable person who could mobllize
Congressional

pressure.

public led Klsslnger

9

This capacity

to work the American

to keep DinItz informed,

but at arms

length to ensure that the Secretary of State could work his
ow.. course of events.

There is

no doubt that this

of action allowed Kissinger place the

independence
responsibility

delays on the Secretary

for the airlift

of

Defense while remaining on a friendly basis with the Israeli
DinItz on the other hand was getting pressure

Ambassador.

from his government

on the support

that was going to be

needed.
The new tactics
a heavy toll

and equipment of

on the Israeli

"on the southern front.
the two men,

the Israti!

relayed to Kissinger
(from Monday,
underway.I

0

ability

the Arabs were taking

to mount a counterattack

During the first

meetings between

Ambassador was very optimistic and

that they would only need 48 hours

8 October)

to finish the militarý

That optimism was to have more
21

operations

influence over

the course of events than anything the Israelis could have
said or done.

The Israeli agenda needed attention but It

must be balanced by putting It In perspective of a possible
Arab oil embargo of the U.S., loss of global detente, and a
possible superpower confrontation.

Global Detente
Doctor Kissinger did not want to disrupt the policy of
detente with the Soviets and most certainly he did not want
a showdown with the USSR. 1 1

Despite the Arab attack and the

subsequent Russian support, Kissinger still felt that
detente was a viable process for dealing with the Soviets on
the International level. 1 2

His view that detente was not

a

thing of the past seems strange In view of what was to come,
but at the~ time 'Kissinger still sought to effectively deal
with the Soviets.

This was leading to further delays In the

delivery of supplies to the Israel is.
The U.S. needed to have an evenhanded approach If It
was going to have an Impact on the peace process that would
come after the conflict.

The area could not be viewed as a

compe~titive arena for the two superpowers.

Fairness, with a

feeling of equal consideration, was going to be the approach
we would need In this new conflict and the emerging
realities of a competent Arib soldier.

22

However,
would almost

U.S.

was taking place

a crisis

lead to no resupply effort

In the U.S.

that

for the Israelis.

Domestic Crisis
The deepening domestic crises taking place

In

the U.S.

were absorbing most of the time of President Richard Nixon
and these distractions were removing him from the active
decision-making

role in

the resupply effort.

The Watergate

investigation and the resignation of Vice President Spiro
Agnew were occupying the thought processes of

the President.

These problems were limiting the effectiveness of a
The conflict between the

decisive declslon-maker.

Department of State aiud the Department
being resolved

in terms of starting

was causing great
interest groups

concern

in

in

the U.S.

Israel

of Defense was not

the airlift.
and in

This delay

the pro-Israell

public and the Congress.
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CHAPTER VT
U.S. DILEMMA
KISSINGER VERSUS SCHLESINGER

The U.S.

dilemma of when

to begin the airlift

was

taking shape in a controversy between Henry Kissinger,
Secretary of State,
Defense.
delay

in

and James Schlesinger,

Secretary of

The controversy centers around who was causing the
the start

of the airlift.

One version says tU "

Kissinger from the start wanted to deliver supplies to
Israel but the problem was when to start.

Kissinger felt

that It would be a short war with a quick Israeli victory.
The other side of the controversy concerns Schlesinger.
This side of the argument Indicates he had a greater concern
for ol1

interests than the survival of Israel.

Schlesinger supposedly denied an Initial
request

Israeli

for selected items of ammunition and spare parts on

the third day of the war,
rejection,
help.

8 October.

When told of this

Kissinger promised Ambassador

DInitz he would

But because of "bureaucratic difficulties"

Defense Department,
replaced

in effect.

loss policy that was

2

As the losses In the war began to mount,
in

the first

supplies also grew

with the

only two F-4 Phantom fighters would be

instead o! the one-for-one

believed to be

aircraft

1

three days,
in

length.

the

list

over 50

of required

The delay process continued

25

until the critical
quick Israeli

day of

10 October,

when the idea of a

victory and fast cease-fire dissipated.

At this point

in

time Kissinger told Schlesinger to get

going on the resupply effort.

But Kissinger still

gui~ranteed of Schlesinger's help.
of the Defense Department

Kissinger

intervened with

Another version of the controversy,

following orders.

public.

order."

4

the delay of the

indicates Kissinger was directing the

entire delay plan and that

and support

was not

To ensure the cooperation

President Nixon to get a "direct Presidential

resupply effort,

3

5

the Defense Department was only

Kissinger knew of the loyal following

Israel had in

the Congress and the American

To try to go against

such a wealth of support would

be foolhardy and not consistent with Kissinger's style.
So it

appears the controversy boils down to the

differences between
proper approach

to the resupply mission.

was made by Nixon,
Military Airlift

Schlesinger and Kissinger about the
Once the decision

who instructed Schlesinger

Command,

and Kissinger was over.

to use the

the conflict between Schlesinger
Attempts at a low profile supply

strategy were finished and we were now going to undertake a
full

blown resupply of Israel

Air Force aircraft.

complete with United StAtes

6

26

CONTINGENCY PLANS

Tt was clear by tO October,
war,

that the battle

and the fifth

was not going to end

with the expected qulck

Israeli

day of the

In a short period

victory.

As a matter of

fact the question did arise about an eventual
victory.

The Soviets had begun to comfit

"massive" airlift

The American policy was to support

Israel and President Nixon said It
go down the tubes."
The WSAG,
the Isra~eli

themselves to a

and started to provide considerable aid

for Egypt and Syria.

Israel

Israeli

best,

"We will not

let

7

on 9 October,

arms request.

had before

it

six options for

The options started at the low

end of the spectrum where a low key effort was one method of
resupply and extended all
where the U.S.
The Initial

the way to the high visibility

used American military airplanes.
use of El Al,

the Israeli

end

8

airline,

airplanes with their tal1s painted out was a very limited
operation because of only having passenger airplanes and no
true cargo carriers.

In

fact,

El

Al had only a maximum of

twelve airplanes that could be used.
needs included such
tanks,

Items as ordnance,

anti-tank ammunition

fighters.

9

The list

27

Israeli

electronic equipment,

and weapons,

The limitations of the El Al

of

and F-4 Phantom
option became even

more obvious as the war prngressed and the larger equipment
was needed.
Another option,
of American airline
for several

under consideration,
companles.

reasons which

was the chartering

This Idea was not possible

Included the Insurance

complicatIons of being In a war zone for the companies
Involved.

10

Another reason was the risk of an Arab boycott

that no alrllne

wanted to face.

When Kissinger was presented with the additional
and bottlenecks

In

the Department of Defense,

them "foot-dragging."

11

he labeled

The Secretary of State relayed his

thoughts to Nixon about the situation who Immediately
him: "Tell Schlesinger

delays

to speed

decision was made and it

It

up."

12

told

The final

was the use of American military

uIrplanes.
Initially
aircraft

the Pentagon wanted to use only three C-5

but the feeling was that

"

...

we would take Just

as much heat for sending three planes as for sending
thirty.",

said President Nixon.

.hleslnger's

13

The President knew of

reluctance but the war had reached a crucial

.oInt and the President was willing to accept
responsibility

If

the U.S.

the

was alienated from the Arab

community.14

28

&ALt.T!D SUPPORT

The lack of allied support had a major effect upon the
pla3nning of the airlift.

The U.S. was denied the use of

bases In Europe to help In the resupply.

The decision made

by our allies was done because of the threat of an oil
embargo.

A large portion of Europe's oil supply came from

the Mideast and to cut the flow off would have a tremendous
Impact throughout their economies.

Only Germany and

Portugal played a supporting role.
Germany allowed the U.S. to pull military equipment out
of Its stocks, on German soil, In order to ship It to
Israel.

This was done on a very low profile basis to avoid

diplomatic prob ems.
Portugal on the other hand provided the key support by
allowing the U.S. to use Its air base In the Azores.

This

Island base served as a refueling stop to allow the
airplanes to carry a maximum amount of cargo.
Support from other allies was nonexistent.

DELAYED IM1LEMENTAT ION

The lessons of history had an Influence on the American
psyche as much as anything else.

The myth of Israeli

Invincibility and the Infallibility of the Intelligence

29

community,

all

served to develop a mind set that

very wrong conclusions.

led to some

According to Kissinger the Israelis

would have the upper hand by Tuesday or Wednesday of the
first

week,

9 or 10 October,

borders reestablished.

15

into anything especially
few days.

However,

and would have the original

Kissinger did not want to rush
If

the war was going to end In a

he wanted to be sure there was at

a draw or a weak Israeli

victory,

least

but a thought of an

Tsraell defeat did not even enter his mind at the start.
Aid delivered too soon could damage cooperation with the
Arab nations and risk an oil

embargo.

This is

the one point

that both Kissinger and Schlesinger agree upon.
There have been accusations

that the Secretary of

Defense had been overly concerned with the oil
that the Deputy Sec:etary of Defense,
have had an Influence.

16

lobby and

William Clements,

may

He supposedly convinced Schlesinger

that more Information would have to be gathered about U.S.
Inventories before

timetables for delivery could be

provided.17
Whatever the delay,
worse.

the crisis In

What would drive the U.S.

Israel

to action?

was gett!ng
It

was not a

sertse of Inner responsibility but the actions of the Soviet
Union,

which was trying to help achieve a decisive Arab

victory through a massive airlift

.30

effort.
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CHAPTER VI!
THE AIRLIFT
President Richard Nixon knew by the third day of the
October war that things were not going too well
•rae'is.

"!

for the

had absolutely no doubt or hesitation about

what we must do.

T met with Kissinger and told him to let

the Tsraells know that we would replace all their !osmes.
and iked him to work out the logistics for doing so."I
Now that the dclislon had been made It

should only be a

matter of time before the arms started to flow.

THE MECHANICS

The airlift
various airlift
the airlift

forces swung Into Immediate action with its
aircraft.

The initial problem that faced

was the lack of advance planning because of the

lack of information from Israel for there was no plan on the
shelf that could be pulled out,
Immediate use.

dusted off,

and put to

With the constantly changing political

environment the planning was even more confused.
these nindrances the airlift
through 14 November.
basls.

2

Despite

began on 13 October and ran

The planning was done on an ad hoc

The civil carriers were asked to augment,

but

refused unless the provisions of the Civil Reserve Air
Fleet(CRAF) were Invoked.

The use of transhipment to the

32

Azores was ruled out because of thp l1rge amount of time
•t

would be needpd for sureh An operation.

3

The Secretary of Defense maintained control
tlrllft
tt

over the

to the extent of limiting the number of aircraft

r-nrud land at Lod Alrport(now Ben Gurlon Airport)

Tel Aviv.

These

ptr day.4

This was to eventually result

limits were six C-5s and seventpen C-141s
In

approximately

1000 tons delivered per day and after the first full
the American effort
airlift

the U.S.

of four days.

5

While the airport and personnel
per day;

low to keep the American airlift

becoming massive,

day nf

had already matched the Soviet

could have probably handled more flights
number was kept

in

embarrassing the Soviets,

this
from

and kept the

Israelis from soundly defeating the Arab forces.
It

was a distinct

keep the airlift

effort on the part of Kissinger to

25 percent

ahead of the Soviets.

done to keep the rhetoric of the airlift
about how well
This still

the Military Airlift

seems to fit

low and not to brag

Command was doing. 7

the Arabs.

In the effort was the C-5 aircraft

which flew 147 of the total

569 flights(See Appendix II),

This was about 26 percent of the total

number,

accounted for about 50 percent of the total
delivered.

This was

Into Kissinger's plan to not upset

the Soviets or their clients,
The major workhorse

6

but the C-5

tonnage

Almost 30 percent of the C-5 missions carried

outsized cargo which could only be carried by the C-S
33

alone.

8

A list of some of the types of cargo delivered

at Appendix

is

!.

One Incredible fact of the airlift is the lengths that
the M1,litary Airlift Command had to go through to get to
Israel.

Since landing and overflight rights were denied by

the European nations the one way flight dlstance from the
Azores was some 3200 nautical mllesCSee Appendix VT).

Add

to this the distance from the United States and you will
come up with some over 14,000 nautical miles for a complete
round trip(See Appendix VII).

9

This route avoided land

masses and remained outside the Flight Information
Reglon(FIR) of the Arab states on the North African coast.
The U.S. Navy did provide some ten ships at various
locations throughout the Mediterranean Sea.

About 100

nautical miles from landing at Lod the Israeli Air Force
fighters Intercepted the cargo planes and escorted them to
Tel Avlv.

10

The work that had to be done on the ground at Lod was
even more Impressive.

To offload cargo equipment you need

specialized ground handling equipment especially configured
to match the needs of the U.S. alrfleet.

In order to

operate efficiently on the ground at Lod a team of U.S.
Force ground personnel,

Air

composed of some fifty men to help

with maintenance and servicing, was needed.

However much of

tho servicing was done by El Al ground personnel.

11

The

operations handled by these people wer4 impressive for they
34

___

were able to keep the ground ttmes to .3 mlnlmum And greatly

l!mit the exposure of U.S.

In fact the average

assets.

.f!cad and servicing time for the a!rplanes wa:s 2.5 hours
for thp r-S and

¶.7

hour's for the C-141.

ver%' favorably with the peacetime
ý-eQpentively

Involved.

for the normal

1 2

This compares

figures of 4 and 9 hours

operation

of

the aircraft

Golda Meir explained that her ground rrew,

learned "almost overnight"

how to use the special

equIpment.13
The airlift delivered only 39 percent of
material
airlIft

the total

prior to the cease-fire on 24 October,
served a greater purpose.

Soviets that we would not zit

14

It

but the

served notice on the

Idly by and watch the state

of

Israel be consumed by her hostile neighbors.

THE SEALIFT COMPARISON

For the sake of comparison a quick
of supplies by sea Is
the bulk of Israeli
response time.

In order.

supplies,

The first

the delivery

Sealift while delivering

74 percent,

was very slow in

shipments to reach Israel

offloaded on 2 November,
conflict.

look at

some 27 days after the start

were
of the

The ship delivered over 3200 tons of outsized

supplies including tanks,
cargo trucks.

By this

self-propelled howitzers,

and

time the C-5s alone had delivered

some 1200 tons of equipment.

15
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The obvious advantage of

boost

spped can provide a psychological

for a friend or

-Rprve notice on a foe that we do have the resolvp to aid
A*lies In their time of need.
del iver h'g •quipment
which

It

and lots of

1o73 and of that total

63,000

Is

time.

requires plenty of transit

tons were delivered to Israel

about

However thv only way to
Ie••ft

through
In

total

some 85,000

during October and November
tons were delivered by ship or

74 percent(See Appendix V).16
while bulk equipment

Speed requires airlift

abundantly evident

This is

the capacity of sealift.

requires
In the

resupply to Israel.
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The Airlift

Dilemma: An

CHAPTER VIIT
AMERICAN AND SOVIET AIRLIFT COMPARISONS
forces of the two superpowers played a

The airlift

major role In the Arab-Israeli

War of 1973 by virtue of

their commitment of suppiles and airlift resources to this
conflict.

A comparison of these two efforts will highlight

thp differences and allow us to draw conclusions.
First,

the Soviets flew almost twice a many missions as

d!rd the USAF.

The Soviets generated 934 sorties

to fulfill

the needs of the Arabs and they took almost two weeks to
complete the airlift. 1

The USAF,

on the other hand,

only 56Q missions in a month's time.

2

flew

This equates to about

609 of the total Russian sortie generatlon(See Appendix II).
Second,
margin.
data,

the total tonnage delivered differs by a wide

The Soviet estimated total,
is around 12,500 tons

about 22,300 tons 4 .
the U.S.

3

for there Is no hard

, while the American effc-t was

The Soviets could only muster 56% of

tonnage while flying almost twice as many

sortles(See Appendix II).
What accounts for the bigger total
aircraft capabilities.
AN-12 and AN-22,
The U.S.

Is the Individual

The primary Soviet aircraft,

the

could carry 22 and 85 tons respectively.

aircraft,

tons respectively.

the C-141 and C-5,
6

The differences

delivered came in actual

could carry 32 and 107
in the total

tonnage

tonnage averaged during their

38

___

____

5

____

I

m!sslons.

The C-141

averaged 28 tons or 88% of

The C-5 carried 73 tons or 68% of

capability.

Its
Its capacity.

Th!s compares wlth the Soviet averaget of 10 tons or 45% of
capacity

for the AN-12 and 50 tons or 58% of capability

for

the AN-22(See Appendix IV).

AN-12

45%

AN-22

58%

C-141

88%

C-5

68%

Difference

43%

Table VIII-1

10%

Percentage of Capability

The greater differences

In the tonnage percentage of

capability for the U.S.

aircraft

could deliver more cargo in
The biggest aircraft,

Is the reason why the U.S.

less missions.
the C-S and the AN-22,

for 25% and 8% of the total

U.S.

accounted

and Soviet sorties.

also accounts for the tonnage dlsparity(See Appendix

C-S
AN-22

III).

(25% of total U.S sorties)

147 sorties
74 sorties

Table VII-2

This

(8% of total

Soviet sorties)

Heavy Aircraft Sortie Rates

3

Q

This was done while the U.S.

had to ;verage a round

trip

distance of over 14,000 miles(See Appendix VT and

VT!).

7

The Soviets,

a round trip

on the other hand,

had to only average

of 1700 miles(See Appendix VT).

Both countries had gone all out
and the comparison
every aspect.

shows the U.S.

8

to aid their friends

bettered the Soviets in

This was truly an Impressive effort.
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CHAPTER IX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The events surrounding the American airlift
are shrouded in
recall.

to Israel
of select!ve

secrecy and the human tailings

After the war was over and some of the dust had

settled there arose a controversy between Henry Klssnger,
Secretary of State,

and James Schlesinger,

the Secretary of

Defense.

Tt býs!nally centered around who was to blame for

the dre!.ay

in

the star'. rf the airlift.

The abilities of two superpowers to aid their friends
and allies can lead to the stability of a situation or to an
increase In the tensions in a given area.
the airlift

A comparison of

capabil!ties can give us a sense of how a

superpower behaves on the international

level.

The lessons

learned for the U.S. during this operation are many and we
shall explore them.

THE CONTROVERSY

As Kissinger said In his news conference of 25 October
the President was convinced there were two problems facing
the U.S. during thp hostilities.

The first

was to quickly

end the fighting and the second was to end it
manner

that the U.S.

could play a major role.

in
1

such a

With this

policy as a broad guideline Kissinger went to work.
41

He was

.Aw;re that a highly visible supporting role by the U.S.
.You-ld lead to problems.
Secretary Schlesinger

on the other hand was not privy

to the ear of President Nixon.

Besides the President

plenty of his own problems to deal

had

with on ! dally basis.

Schlesinger undoubtedly knew teat any aid on the part of
U.S.

could lead to an Arab oIl

boycott which could have a

disastrous effect upon the United States.

He states

there were two foundations to our policy:

"...that

would quickly defeat

its foes,

and that the U.S.

maintain a low profile and avoid visible
An

Important event

in

the

the airlift

that
Israel

should

involvement."

2

decision was the

briefing that was given to Kissinger by Ambassador DlnItz
and General Mordechal

Gur,

Israel's

Armed Forces Attache.

in this briefing Kissinger was told that the losses
experienced have been staggering,
and 49 airplanes.
unexpecte ,7
for a cease
big win

If

i.e.

the loss of 500 tanks

A rate of attrition

that was totally

This told Klsslnger why the Arabs had not asked
fire

earlier,

as they had the opportunity for a

they kept up the pressure.

As the crisis

in

Israel

grew,

of DInitz and the Prime Minister
was getting deo-rate
needea niot or

3

the concern on the part

Increased.

The situation

on the home front and the Israelis

y moral support but material

support.

When

the news kept getting worse something needed to be done and

42

!t

took the Intercession

to get the airlift

of a domestically wounded President

moving through

! believe that after

the hills of the Pentagon.

looking at news reports and

exaCn'ng books on the Kisslnger versus Schlesinger

feud

there was nnt an actIve co''usinn on their parts to delay
the start of the airlift.
fantors including,

It was a combination of many

domestic events,

lmw profile on the International
squabbling,
history of
together

and most of all

levpl,

to m¶ant~n

.•

bureAucratIc

relying too heavily on the

the Six Day War.

All

to cause a delay In

these factors added

the resupply of a friend,

we had a responsibility to aid,
survival

an effort

whom

and put at risk the ver,

of. Israel.

AIRLIFT COMPARISONS

The Soviet Union was operating In
environment
legs.
flights

In

an International

that permitted them to enjoy short

flight time

fact the flight time of most of the Russian

was around two hours.

They even overflew Turkey

without permission

In order to fly the most direct route to

their destinations.

4

denied the U.S.

This was taking place while Turkey

overflight

rights.

When the comparisons are complete the Soviets fVew over
900 missions to deliver approximately
over a round trip

12,500 tons of cargo

length of about 1700 miles.
43

The United

States flew 569 misslons and resuppliled Israel with over
22,000 tons of equ!pment

and material

length nearing 14,0O0 miles.

over a round tr'p

A truly outstanding Job.

The lessons learned were many but among them are the
following.

The first

lesson learned was the need to have

the airlift crews qualified In
operation.

5

to refuel.

the

InflIght air

refueling

This will eliminate the need for enroute stops
The reluctance of European nations to allow us

landing rights made this point abundantly clear.
had been designed with this
not trained

in

design.

capability but the crews were

the mission profile.

capability that was bought

A terrible

waste of a

and paid for In the Initial

Within nine monthn after the a!rlIft,

crews were

being trained so we would have the capability
needed

The C-5

If

It

was ever

in the future,.

Second,

there was a need for Improved management

airlift resources.

I think this

can be seen today

of

In the

studies that have looked at our moblilty capacity and the
need to procure the C-17,
aircraft of the future.
under degign and the first
constructed.
airfield

It

an air

refuelable direct delivery

This new aircraft
prototype

Is

Is

presently

already being

will have the ability to fly to the forward

and offload Its cargo.

44

Plus It

will

allow the U.S.

its tot-!

tn Increase
Third.

orig!nal

it

Airlift cap.cIty.

was noted that

thP curl

ilment of the

C-5 procurement of 120 to a delivered number of 81
abillties.

had an adverse effect on our airlift
present capacity
new C-5B aircraft

6

The

1, being Increased by procuring SO brand
from Lorkheed.

Back In 1974 this restart

of the C-5 aircraft constrvctlon line was deemed the mnRt
economical way to proceed In order to Increase our airlift
assets.7
Fourth,
process If

the airlift

would have been a much eas! -

there had been a plan on the shelf.

This would

have given the decision makers a place to start from In
order- t. speed tip the Initiation of the airlift.

I

certainly hope there is a skeleton form of an emergency
airlift operation

In someone's files.

This will most

assurealy help the planners in the future.
Fifth,
airllfter

the design of army equipment to fit

Into the

of the future Is also a task that needs to be

studied further.

Without coordination between the designers

of aircraft and the designers of army equipment more army
vehicles will not fit Into aircraft and will have to go by
sea.

That obviously will extend the time to close the

supply of critical resources.
S9vth, the speed of airlift
If

a nation Is

can be decisive,

especially

trying to project resolve durIng a crisis In

the International

arena.

The airplane Is
45

the only thing

that

That speed,

can operate with speed.

tnI be effectively

needed in meInlngfli.
-a -ole

tr p.•

must go hy sh!p If

quanttti-

will

effect

In

tanks and the like, if

In cnnflcts that may only

The psychnlog'ca!
the actual

items,

Large

used.

requires

14 an aircraft

rights

base access rights and overflight

however,

they a•r

last a short

time.

serve a greater purpose thtr?

supplies delivered.
nations supplied hy the two superpowers with

Seventh,

the most sophisticated and modern equipment may wage a very
short war.

The high rates of attrition

battlefield

will

certainly strain the logistics tall

Adequate mobility,

army.

on the modern
of any

and lots of

transport alrcra't,

It

are necessary to keep and maintain the momentum on the front
1 nes.

A FINAL WORD

The final words should be left to the Prime Minister of
ITsrael

"Thank God T was right to

who said of the airlift:

reject the Idea of a preemptive strike!
lives In the beginning,
had that airlift,

It

might have 9aved

but I am sure that we would not have

which is now saving so many

lives." 8
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431.

PERSONAL NOTES
.Ik in October
the C-5

ird I

!Q!3, I w.?s 3 young

from a year tour

hld just roturned

and Thal~and.

-rptaln cop' ot
in

In

Vietnvn

My family and I had just airlved at my

parents home which was over 120 miles and a two hour drlve
from my station of Dover Air Force Base,

Delaware when

*he

airlift decision was announced on the television npws.
After hearing the news,

I called my squadron and they

told me to come on back as I was now scheduled to depart
next day for the airlift.

the

The family and I climbed back

into the car and took off for Delaware after a 30 minute
vlsit with my parents.
I called the squadron when I arrived and they said I
was

leaving the next afternoon.

For where they had no idea.

The next day we flew to Pamsteln AB,
some equipment.

Germany and picked up

The next stop was the Azores where we

entered the flow to go down range to Israel.

Having Just

returned from a war zone the previous spring,

I was riot too

sure about what would happen

as we approached Tel

Aviv.

The mission consisted of a load of six 175mm gun
barrels and two pallet positions of
remember

It

105mm ammunition.

was a long seven hour flight

Mediterranean.

AT T

down the

Along the way we relayeo our positions back

to a station In the U.S.

who kept track of us.

48

Our flight

pn'A

ept us nn t~he edg-

which was basica ly

nf the f!ght InformatIon

a no-m.Ans

land.

Alnng the route we could see the U.S.
us on the sea.

Navy shlps helnw

They were visible to the naked eye and Rlso

or the radar.

At var!ous times fighters from the carriers

-onuld join up on

ion mrnlls

About

our wing and fly with us

out

of Tel

Aviv Israeli

for

.

a few milps.

Air Force

wou!d join us for the remainder of the trip
were

reginns

fighters

to Lod.

They

we!come sIght for we did not know what to expect of

the Arhb air forces.

Along the way you could hear the

Aeroflot aircraft relaying their positIon reports to the
air traffic

civil
on

controllers

in Cairo.

A real

strange turn

events as we crossed paths on our missions to help our

friends.
Once on the ground I have never seen a more exuberant
group of people.

They were genuinely happy and grateful

see us and the equipment we had in
transport.

We went

airliner.

the belly of our huge

into a makeshift

was outfitted with the first

operations room which

class seats out of an El Al

We were fed with what was obviously food from the

kitchens of El Al.

Once finished we went back to our jet

fully expecting to see some of the cargo still
offloaded.
up,

to

being

But much to our surprise the airplane was closed

refueled,

and the cargo gone.

The

Israeli

ground crew

with a big smile on their faces told us the cargo was
probably already being used on one of the fronts.
49

Their

expedlency at

ground handling

certainly belled their
ground equipment.

the world's largest

lack of eytpnded experience with our

Before we took off one of the !eýderz of

the ground crew gave each member of
,.

nr

thpk.

airplane

the crew a memento -ýnd

T received a travel

book about !sr~el

key chain with the emblem of the Israell
engraved with their thanks.

1 still

Defenqe

have both of

-nd a

Forces
these

items today and I cherish them greatly as they are the only
material

remembrance of the airlift

government
Most of all

I have.

and Air Force gave nothing,
though,

My own

not even a kind word.

I have the memories of the ground crew

who were so happy to see us that their exuberance
overflowed.

I have never again felt

thankfulness for the job I was doing.
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APPEN"mX I
TYPFS OF EOUTPMENT ONLOADED BY
C-S AIPCRAFT*
tall/fuselage

1.

A-4 fighter aircraft

2.

XM-48 Chapparel

3.

XM-t63 Vulcan 20mm carrier

4.

M-109 self-propelled

5.

Communications vans

6.

Fuel

?.

Cargo loading equipment**

8.

Maverick missiles

9.

C-97 aircraft

sections

mlssile carriers

155mm howitzers

truck**

engines

Walleye,

and Hawk missiles

10.

Shrike,

11.

M-107 self-propelled

12.

C-5 engines and engine servicing platform**

13.

Self-propelled

14.

Rockeye bombs

15.

Fuel

16.

Tents

17.

Aircraft wheels

18.

Clothing

19.

Support

20.

Bombs

21.

105mm ammunition

22.

Bomb fuses and pins

175mm guns

towing vehicle**

aircraft

tanks

for Maverick missiles
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21.

2.75mm rockets

24.

Chaff

'2'5

CH-FI heliceopters

26.

Rwk battery radar and Illuminators

'.

!M-60

main

battle tanks

28.

M-A8 hattle tanks

29.

F-4 fIghter alrcraft wing

30.

Power and transformer vans

31.

175mm gun tubes

Airlift
*Sourcet Comptroller General of the United States,
1Q73
thi
DurIna
Command
Airlift
Ml11tary
Ope,_tions of the
45-47.
Middle East War, pp.
**Ttemn

specifically

for support of the airlift.
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APPENDIX II

U.S. 559

U.S.S.R. 934
Total Airlift Missions 8v Superpower

iU.S. 22a360 TONS
U.S.S.R. 12,500 Tons
Total Tonnage Delivered Bl Superpower
Sources: "Aviation Week &Space Technologo", 10 December 1973;
Mason and RobertelIo, "Soviet Strategic Air lift"
to

APPENDIX III
C-5 1117
C-141 422
AN-12

850

IN-22

74

C-141

422

IN-12

log

Missions B Aircraft Trpe By Superpower
se.

C-5

147

fiN-22

74

Cmparison By Cmporoble Aircraft Ev Superpower
Sources: Cmptroller 6enmrol; *aondt, Willin

IPPENDIX IV

C-5 107 Tons
C-1ql 32 Tons
H2 5Tn

l~i
........ .. .............. .

......

e, ...,, , . .......
...
,
6, 0 1
6.%@16.
1.1

A-22 85 Tons
ON-12 22 Tons

Aircraft Capabilitv Bv Superpower

C-5
iN-22

73 Tons
50 Tons

C-141
IN-12

28 Tons
10 Tons

Actual Tonnage Delivered Comparison Bv Comparable Aircraft 1v Superpower:
An Average
Sources: Comptroller General; Quandt, Wilim
98

APPENDIX V

Air 25%

Sea 74%

Caparison Of Tonnage Delivered BIAir And Sea
Source: Bullard, EdwordN.
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